Engineer Automation Drives Decision Making

SDG&E automates system protection and control tasks to integrate data sources, ultimately working smarter while reducing workload.

By Chris Bolton, Ahsan Mirza and Sergio Flores Castro, San Diego Gas & Electric and Tim Chang, Saman Alaeddini and Damir Novosel, Quanta Technology LLC

The information age has had a transformative effect on business and society, and the electric utility industry is no exception. New technologies in databases, monitoring hardware and control systems have put an unprecedented amount of data at the fingertips of utility engineers, planners and operators. The tools and processes to effectively manage and use this data historically have been underdeveloped, resulting in data sets being limited to single applications rather than leveraged across an organization. These data silos and incompatibilities between applications exemplify the modern adage of data rich and information poor (DRIP).

Today, software-based automation tools and applications have enabled utilities to manage vast quantities of data as well as integrate disparate processes around that data. As a result, utilities can maximize efficiencies and the capabilities of engineering resources significantly. This shift in focus from specific use cases to a more holistic use of data can help utilities to meet the emerging challenges of the modern power industry.

San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E), a Sempra Energy utility, is one of the organizations at the forefront of this paradigm shift. Over the past five years, SDG&E’s System Protection Automation and Control Engineering (SPACE) department has worked closely in partnership with Quanta Technology LLC to implement software-based solutions to improve processes and data handling for various aspects of T&D system protection and control. This five-year program is a collective of individual data-driven improvement projects, each targeting a specific task or responsibility of SPACE department engineers. Although the individual efforts may have started as separate projects, each was designed with the goal of enabling SDG&E to effectively manage and use its data in automated and integrated processes across the enterprise.

The DRIP dilemma – data may be abundant and readily available, but still requires effective management and applicable tools and processes to utilize in cohesive solutions.
Protection & Control

Automation And Integration

The solutions implemented within the SPACE department were software applications that automated tasks and integrated data sources to address specific functions and responsibilities of SPACE team engineers. The following applications and processes were developed:

• Protection data investigation and consolidation of multiple sources to enable easy utilization in a single protection settings repository for future applications
• Automatic generation of protection data summaries to meet internal reporting requirements
• Automated modeling of protection representation in short-circuit software through direct connection to the relay settings repository
• Evaluation of North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) reliability standards through analysis of protection and system data as well as automatic generation of formal reports for compliance documentation
• Determination of personal protective equipment (PPE) safety requirements through comparison of equipment ratings with distribution protection settings data
• Analysis of near-real-time load data and protection settings to determine permissibility of enhanced-sensitivity protection during periods of high fire danger.

These projects stemmed from engineering personnel facing increased workload. New requirements in compliance, the deployment of novel technologies and increasing vulnerability to wildfire danger all required significantly more effort from the SDG&E workforce. To address these concerns while maintaining the highest safety standards, the SPACE team sought to explore innovative methodologies to fulfill their responsibilities. Effective utilization and management of available data in automated and integrated processes was seen as a promising means for engineering personnel to address their workload concerns.

Originally, the scope was limited to specific tasks and requirements that individual applications were intended to address, such as a process for efficiently evaluating the NERC PRC-023 compliance standard. As the benefits of these projects became more apparent, the goal shifted from addressing individual tasks to transforming SDG&E’s processes to fully integrate multiple data sources through automated applications. SDG&E worked closely with Quanta Technology to implement each individual application not only to meet the specific needs of a project but also to design each component for future interoperability and compatibility between data processes.

Implementation Challenges

Although software-based automation and integration applications offer benefits in reliability, consistency and task completion efficiency, SDG&E found the actual implementation of these solutions across teams with existing and disparate data
processes had its own challenges. In particular, considerations for data quality and availability, engineer acceptance, and process maintenance and infrastructure were addressed throughout this data process improvement program.

Data format and availability were important considerations for reliable utilization of data. Because the implemented applications were largely automated, technical data quality — such as format standardization — was critical for each application. Furthermore, missing data would be a significant impediment to the operation of automated processes. Data quality and availability concerns were addressed through consolidation, digitization and standardization efforts to ensure a suitable foundation for the successful deployment of automated applications and future initiatives.

Engineer acceptance was a key requirement for the successful implementation of multiple automated processes within the SPACE department. This was facilitated through a strategy of incremental improvements, where changes to existing data processes and requirements were introduced gradually across multiple projects, as practical. Foundational improvements, such as the consolidation of protection settings in a settings repository, were undertaken early in the program.

As a result, subsequent projects, such as the analysis of protection settings data with other sources, were made feasible by leveraging these earlier efforts. This gave engineers confidence in the technical capabilities of the new processes. Subsequent projects were pursued after engineers had become accustomed to the concept of automated processes and the requirements of maintaining data.

Process maintenance and infrastructure were crucial considerations to enable the continued operation of automated processes. Key success factors included staff training, tool maintenance and infrastructure support. For the long-term success of any automation or data-driven application or process, understanding data entry and format requirements to maintain the processes and applications is paramount. Staff training heavily emphasized the need to maintain data in standardized formats and correct locations to ensure compatibility.
Engineering Automation Initiatives

The process improvement solutions deployed in the SPACE department at SDG&E over the last five years have covered the gamut across T&D voltage levels, including responsive reporting, data governance and automated power system modeling for engineering studies. The solutions strive to promote efficiency and consistency by reducing manual effort. Following is a summary of improvements in key areas.

Compliance And Regulatory: NERC PRC-023 Evaluation

To mitigate potential vulnerability and reduce the effort required to comply with NERC PRC-023, SDG&E and Quanta Technology partnered to develop an on-demand evaluation and reporting capability. This tool provides an automation-based approach to compliance evaluation by following this process:

- Connects to SDG&E’s owned and maintained relay settings repository to obtain protective relay data directly from the latest record of in-service settings files
- Determines applicable protection functions through a built-in capability to interpret relay trip expressions and settings
- Compares settings against loadability requirements
- Outputs results in comprehensive audit-ready reports and summaries
- Features a provision for batch processes to enable evaluation and summarization of multiple lines and transformers (or even an entire system)

Automating the evaluation of PRC-023 provides improvements in efficiency, reduces engineering resource allocation and mitigates many of the potential concerns with previous manual forms of evaluation.

Safety: PPE Evaluation For Arc Flash

The availability of digitized distribution protection settings within SDG&E’s relay settings repository was leveraged to implement an automation-assisted process for evaluating protection settings against ratings of PPE. An application obtains the latest relay settings directly from the relay settings repository and determines relay overcurrent characteristics from the settings data. The characteristics are evaluated against predefined damage curves that represent PPE ratings over current ranges expected during an arc flash event. Multiple fault levels can be specified to calculate fault clearing times in different scenarios and conditions. The output of the application enables engineers to quickly identify equipment with relay settings where clearing times are in excess of the PPE damage curves.

This software solution is a critical tool for ensuring personnel safety. The automated process facilitates the efficient and reliable evaluation of protection devices and enables the SPACE team to quickly pinpoint circuits and equipment that may require additional consideration for personnel safety. This effort has proved valuable in performing analysis on a wide range of protection devices.

Reliability And Optimization: Relay Sensitivity Analysis

Fire safety is a high-priority concern for California-based utilities, with SDG&E employing highly proactive strategies to minimize the risk of potentially damaging events. As one aspect of the strategies, the SPACE team maintains alternate sets of enhanced-sensitivity protection settings for use during periods of high fire danger. SDG&E undertook an engineering automation initiative to enable the use of near-real-time data in the settings decision process. A Quanta Technology software tool was implemented to connect to the load monitoring database and obtain hourly load values for distribution feeders. This field load data is compared against sensitivity profile settings extracted for applicable relay files from the relay settings repository to determine whether enhanced-sensitivity settings can be used without modification. To support decision making, the application generates reports for engineers by priority of settings that can be optimized for their particular loading conditions.

Although used specifically for fire safety risk mitigation in this application, the integration of near-real-time data with protection settings to support engineering decisions is a demonstrable precursor to the concept of adaptive protection settings and other initiatives that enable proactive decision making and optimization of control response based on changing system conditions.

with the deployed software solutions.

Because power systems generally are not static, the deployed applications and processes were designed with maintenance and updatability in mind. Depending on the task to be addressed by an application or a process, the following are some crucial potential updates:

- Addition of new relay types, requiring updating the logic engine to enable interpretation of protection settings and operation.
- Connection to new data sources, requiring modification of expected standardized formats to enable compatibility with the new sources.
- New evaluation or comparison criteria, requiring updates to not only the computation engine but also the interface and reporting outputs.

Finally, change management for future refinements, utilization and access considerations, and documentation were key components of the overall program. Change management included developing internal procedures for identifying and discussing the need for updates to the deployed applications and processes as well as the tracking mechanisms to manage different revisions.

The utilization and access considerations covered the integration of these new solutions in existing processes, including when they should be used and by whom. This is especially important for applications that permanently change properties in shared resources, such as updating protection representation in the short-circuit model. SDG&E uses a check-in and check-out procedure for the short-circuit model when protection updates are made to ensure clear continuity of the record.

These considerations along with the updatable design of the applications and processes give the SPACE department...
flexibility and traceability as adaptations are made to address emerging and future requirements.

**Toward The Future**

The partnership between Quanta Technology’s engineering automation group and SDG&E’s SPACE team has driven improvements in nearly every function of the department’s tasks and responsibilities. Each new solution over the last five years was considered for its role and placement within a long-term vision for a more responsive and effective SPACE department.

The deployment of these engineering automation solutions brought several important benefits to the SPACE team:

- Mitigation of the risk of user error in manual data transposition and calculation.
- Reduction in time required to complete engineering studies and data analysis.
- Ability to automatically generate consistent, accurate documentation to meet regulatory audit and internal requirements.
- Shifting of valuable personnel resources from performing repetitive data-related tasks to efforts that require more problem solving and the application of knowledge.

Throughout this program, several key lessons were learned while overcoming challenges in the deployment of automated applications and processes:

- Data standardization and consistency is critical for reliable utilization of deployed applications and processes. Data governance procedures, comprised of both training and putting controls in place, can be effective measures in maintaining data compatibility.
- Engineer acceptance is critical to the successful long-term use of new tools, particularly those based on automation. The incremental introduction of projects enabled engineers to become accustomed to automation solutions and requirements, and transparent design helped engineers to gain confidence in applications on a technical level.

- The design and utilization of engineering automation solutions need to be carefully considered in terms of the tasks they address and integration with existing practices. Excessively restrictive or open designs can lead to challenges with engineer acceptance, standardization and focus. Design and operational processes should be aligned with the capabilities and size of the engineering team.

The existing program has demonstrated the ample benefits of engineering automation concepts within the SPACE department and given the team more confidence in the feasibility of seamless data transfer between sources. The implemented initiatives represent the tools and processes needed to effectively manage and use data. They serve as a solution for the DRIP dilemma, which previously was a barrier to leveraging the benefits of data availability. Building on the success of this program, the scope may be expanded to include additional data sources from other departments, outside SPACE, to further tie SDG&E’s processes and tasks among operational units.

The overall goal of engineering automation is to shift the focus of utility personnel from handling data compatibility and translation to making engineering decisions. Ultimately, these automation solutions link engineering, operations and planning business units of utility organizations, promoting a seamless flow of data between historically disparate applications and business units. This change in paradigm — from focusing on individual applications to developing a unified vision, exemplified by SDG&E’s five-year (and continuing) data process improvement program — brings significant benefits in process efficiency, accuracy and resource allocation. Ultimately, engineering automation not only improves safety and reliability but also enables utilities to meet the challenges of the 21st century.
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impact studies. Chang has been a major contributor to the development of automated processes and applications for data management and engineering studies, including evaluation of NERC compliance standards, and software modeling solutions. He earned his master’s degree from the University of Toronto.
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Ahsan Mirza (amirza@sdge.com) is manager of system protection maintenance at SDG&E. He manages a team of relay technicians and SCADA technicians responsible for the utility’s T&D relay construction and maintenance. Prior to his current role, Mirza was a team lead in system protection automation and control engineering for five years. He joined SDG&E in 2009 after receiving his BSEE degree from University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign. He is a registered professional engineer in California.

Sergio Flores Castro (sfloresc@sdge.com) is team lead for distribution system protection and automation at SDG&E. He joined the utility in 2013 as an associate engineer with rotations in smart grid, district engineering and system protection. He earned his BSEE degree from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas in 2012 and a certificate in power systems from the University of California, San Diego in 2016. He is a registered professional engineer in California.
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